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INTRODUCTION 
In [3], Honda proves the following theorem on 1 dimensional formal 
groups: 
THEOREM. Let K be a quadratic number field with ring of integers 0 and 
discriminant D. Let x be the non-trivial character of K, and let I?, be the 1 
dimensional formal group over K having logarithm A(T) = C,“= , (x(n)/n) T”. 
Also, let cx(X, Y) = X + Y + ,,6XY, a 1 dimensional formal group law over 
K. Then H, and fix are strictly isomorphic over 0. 
In [ 11, we considered a generalization which, for any prime 1 and for 
any character of the first kind for 1, produced a matrix representation into 
GL(n,, Z,). From this representation we constructed n, dimensional 
analogues of Honda’s groups. Here n, depends explicitly on 1. In this paper 
we discuss a global generalization of Honda’s result to characters of odd 
prime conductor p. We construct p - 2 dimensional analogues of Honda’s 
groups from a subrepresentation of the regular representation. 
As usual, for a prime p let Z,, Q,, and CP denote the p-adic integers, the 
p-adic rationals, and the completion of an algebraic closure of Q,, respec- 
tively. Also ord, will denote the p-adic valuation on CP normalized so that 
ord,(p) = 1. For notation and basic facts about n dimensional formal 
groups, see [l]. For basic facts about group representations, see [S]. 
The authors thank Robert Gold for his suggestion that we consider the 
regular representation. 
INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS 
We want to generalize Honda’s result to non-quadratic characters. To do 
this, we need to consider higher dimensional formal groups and representa- 
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tions of the Galois group. Let K= Q(c) where [ is a primitive pth root of 
unity, for p a prime. The Galois group G = Gal(K/Q) is isomorphic to 
(Z/pi?) x. The right regular representation of G is realized in the space V 
of functions on G, where G acts by right translation: R(g) f(x) =f(xg ~ I). 
Choosing the obvious basis for this vector space, we get a representation 
as p - 1 xp - 1 permutation matrices. One can then try to prove the 
analog of Honda’s theorem, but the matrix Gauss sum which arises is not 
suffkiently well-behaved (it does not satisfy the standard properties of 
Gauss sums). This is due to the fact that the right regular representation 
contains a copy of the trivial representation of G. Since the trivial represen- 
tation is realized in the subspace of constant functions on G, the p- 2 
dimensional subspace W of functions whose values sum to zero is the 
orthogonal complement in the natural inner product. The action of G on 
W decomposes as the p - 2 primitive characters with conductor p. 
We want to realize this representation by integer matrices, to define a 
formal group over E. We will use I to denote a set of indices, 
I= (2, . ..) p - 1 }. Consider the linearly independent vectors in W given by, 
for iE I, 
fi(j)=(p-1)6,-l= “J” 
i 
for i=j 
f for i#j. 
Let 0 be the representation of G in W, then 
Q(a) f,(j) =fAW’) 
so 
Q(a)fi= 
i 
fai, for i#a-’ 
-CkElfkr for i=a-” 
It is convenient to give the matrix coefficients of 8 subscripts in Z, i.e., from 
2top-l.Then 
if j=a-' 
if j=a-'i 
otherwise. 
Of course, Q(u) = 0 for (a, p) > 1. 
We also define 
r(Q) = i cyqu) 
a=1 
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as the “Gauss sum” for 0. Note that the matrices for Q(a) and z(0) com- 
mute with each other for all a, and are simultaneously diagonalizable (since 
representations of finite groups are completely reducible.) The eigenvalues 
are the primitive characters modulo p and the corresponding ordinary 
Gauss sums. 
LEMMA. Let @ be the representation given by @a)=O(a-‘). Then for 
every integer b, 
a$, @a) lab = O(b) z(6). 
ProoJ: If (b, p) = 1 then change variables: c E ab (mod p). Then 
i @(a) cab= i @(cb-‘) cc= O(b) i B(C) cc= O(b) z(B). 
0=1 c=l c=l 
If p 1 b then C, @(a) = 0 as the &?(a) are simultaneously diagonalizable, 
and the eigenvalues are the values of the primitive characters. 
LEMMA. s(Q) t(6) = pO( - 1). 
ProoJ: The proof follows that of the analogous result for ordinary 
Gauss sums. (See [1] for details.) 
5. FORMAL GROUPS 
We can now construct a p -2 dimensional formal group from the 
representation 0. From the nature of 0, it is convenient to have all 
variables subscripted from 2 to p - 1. Thus X denotes the column of 
variables 
By X’ we shall mean the column 
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Let log( 1 + X) be the p - 2-tuple of formal power series 
Similarly, let 
l%( 1 + x*1 [ 1 i . log(1 +X,-I) 
exp(X) =,To f XJ = 
exp(& 1 A 1 i . expV,- J 
PROPOSITION. The p - 2-tuple of formal power series 
l(T) = -t(G)-’ i @a) log(l - iaT) 
0=1 
is the logarithm of a p-2 dimensional formal group over H, which we 
denote I?,. 
Proof. We must first show that the Jacobian, J(A), is the p - 2 x p - 2 
identity matrix, or equivalently, that 1(T) ET (mod deg 2). Now 
i(T)= -z(a)-’ f &j(a) f’ (-y’-’ ( - p)j Tj 
a=1 j=l 
=~(a)-’ f, i i @a) [“‘T’ 
a=1 
=t(@)-’ f O(j)t(@)T’ 
j=l J 
(by the Lemma) 
= 2 o(j) Tj-T 
j-1 J 
(mod deg2). 
This shows that A.(T) is the logarithm of a formal group. To see that fi, 
is defined over Z we apply the functional equation lemma [2, Sect. 10.21. 
This just amounts to noticing that for every prime q (including p) 
KU= C m s(j)Tj= 1 o(j)Tj I 'r) f  YTqj 
i=, J (/.4)=1 J j=l 
= g,(T) + ?!$ A(J-7) 
with g,(T) in E4[ [TJ J. The functional equation lemma implies that the 
formal group is defined over Z, for every q and hence defined over Z. 
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Note that from the proof of the proposition, we have 
A(T)= f o(j),j 
j=, J 
and so Z?, is a generalization of the group I?, of Honda. We will generalize 
the algebroid group X+ Y+ fiXY to matrix characters as well. 
PROPOSITION. The p - 2-tuple of formal power series 
f(v)=z(O)-‘log(l+z(B)V) 
is the logarithm of a p - 2 dimensional formal group over Q(r), which we will 
call p’,. 
Proof: 
f(V)=@-1 F (-lj-’ (T(B)V)j 
j=l 
= z(B)-’ T(B)V (mod deg 2). 
Note that if 0 were one dimensional, then f(V) would be the logarithm 
of x+ Y+r(B)XY. 
THEOREM. Let p be prime, then A, and k=, are strictly isomorphic over 
Z [[I, where [ is a primitive pth root of unity. 
Proof: The formal inverse off(V) is 
f-‘(Z) = z(B)-’ [exp($Q)Z) - 11. 
Hence, if we let q(T) = f-'(l(T)), we must show that J(q) = I and that the 
coefficients of q(T) all lie in Z[[]. 
Now 
p(T)= t(o)-' [exp(r(@ A(T))- l] 
= $@I-’ ,z,f ($@I KU)’ 
~r(B)-~~f~ +)T)kT (mod deg 2). 
Thus q(T) is a strict isomorphism. 
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For the integrality, we need to write the isomorphism 
q(T) = z(B)-’ [exp(z(@) I(T)) - 11 
- f B(a)log(l-[“T) -1 
a=1 > I 
=:Q(-~)T(Q) - f: B(a)log(l-i”T) -1 
a=1 1 1 
in closed form, and make sure the p cancels. The entry in row j of 
- f @a) log(1 -[“T) 
a=1 
can be written as 
Now the entry in row i and column j of r(Q) is given by iv-’ - [j-‘. Thus 
the entry in row i of O( - 1) q(T) is given by 
For each jEZ and j= 1, let 
d,(T) = n (1 - cjkTk). 
kef 
Making the substitution j + jP ’ reorders the terms in the sum, giving 
= (l/p) Cj.1 (C”-i’)(dl(T)-dj(T)) llm+j,mc~ d,(T) 
I-I mc/ 40) 
Now nm,, d,(T) = nmel nke, (1 - cmktk) is a power series in 
Z[c] [CT]] with constant term a unit, so it is invertible for multiplication. 
Thus it suffices to show that the numerator 
i ,z, (i”-i’)(dt(T)-dj(T)) J.J d,(T) (1) 
m+j meI 
is in Z[[][T]. 
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Let rc = c - 1 a generator for the prime in K= Q(c) above p. We see that 
each term 5” - [j is divisible by rt. We know that o~dJ7c) = l/(p - 1 ), and 
so each each coefficient of the numerator has ordp 2 -1 + I/(p - 1). If we 
can show the polynomial is actually in Z[T] we have that ord, > 0 for each 
coefhcient, which will complete the proof. 
Let ca be a generator of Gal(K/Q); a,([)=i”. Note that a,(d,(T))= 
d,,(T). This is the only relevant fact about these polynomials, so we 
drop the dependence on T. Since a is a generator for the multiplicative 
group modulo p, we can write the index set I, after reordering, as 
I= {a, u2, . ..) up-‘> = {a’ 1 I= 1, . ..) p - 2). 
To avoid burdensome notation, we show Galois invariance only for row 
i = a of O( - 1) cp. The general case is similar. Then (1) is 
We group like powers of /,’ to get l/p times 
P-2 
CYd,-4) n dp 
m=2 
P-2 P-2 
+ ,z2 Ca’ (d, - da/-i) 
i 
fl d,,m - (d, - da,) “li’ dp 
m=l ITT=1 I 
rnfl-1 mfl 
P-3 
+l(d, -4-2) n de. 
m=l 
The terms in braces can be rearranged to get 
p-2 
d,(d,/-d,,w) n dP. 
??I=1 
P?l#I,I- 1 
Thus (1) is equal to l/p times 
p-2 p-2 
[“(da-d,) l-j darn+ c i”‘d,(d,,-da/-l) 
m=2 I=2 
p-2 p-3 
X fl d#+L’(dl-dap-2) fl dam. (2) 
IPI=1 t?l=l 
tPZ#/,l-I 
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And so o’. applied to (1) is equal to l/p times 
p-2 P-2 
[u2(da2-d,) n da,,.,+ c [U’+‘d,(d,,+,-d,/) 
m=2 I=2 
x ;c; 
P-3 
dam +I+c”(d,-d,) n do,+,. (3) 
m=l 
rn#l.l-1 
There are p - 1 terms in each of (2) and (3); observe that the action of O, 
merely permutes the terms. This completes the proof. 
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